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A recently retired Israeli Air Force general and its second-highest-scoring fighter ace, Iftach
Spector is one of Israel’s living legends. He was the leader of the flight that attacked the USS
Liberty in 1967. After the 1967 and 1973 wars, in which he commanded a squadron of fighter-
bombers, he rose to head the IAF’s Training and War Lessons Section and later became its the
Chief of Operations. He was one of the eight Israeli pilots who attacked Saddam Hussein’s
nuclear reactor at Osirik in 1981. In 2003, his career took an even more dramatic turn: he was
the senior signatory of the famous “Pilots’ Letter,” in which Spector and 27 other Israeli pilots
stated their refusal to bomb targets in Palestine where collateral damage would likely be severe.
His maverick conscience is well on display in this artfully written memoir, which is currently a 10-
week-and-counting bestseller in Israel and has been licensed in Brazil as well. The son of a
family that immigrated to Palestine at the turn of the 20th century, whose father and mother
served in the Palmach, Israel’s early clandestine commando force, Spector has written a rich
and reflective meditation on loyalty, on what is right and wrong in war, and on his dedication to
the idea and reality of the state of Israel. The Pilots’ Letter ended Spector’s military career, but
also made him one of the most compelling and celebrated defenders of the conscience of the
Jewish state. In that battle, as in his previous battles against Nasser’s MiGs, his mother’s
constant lesson to him sustained him: “All from within.” General Spector’s first book, A DREAM
IN BLACK AND AZURE (1992; never translated into English), won the Sade Literary Award,
given to him personally by Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. He has a B.A. in history and Middle
East Studies from Tel Aviv University and a masters in political science from UCLA, both with
honors.

From the Inside FlapIftach Spector’s family immigrated to Palestine at the turn of the twentieth
century. His father and mother both served in the Palmach, Israel’s early clandestine commando
force, which led to the death of his father during World War II when Spector was seven months
old. After the Sinai War of 1956, sixteen-year-old Spector knew he wanted to be a fighter pilot
and looked forward to his induction. He started his pilot training in 1958, and two years later had
his wings in the Israeli Air Force.After the Six Day War in 1967 and the Yom Kippur War in 1973,
during which he commanded a squadron of fighter-bombers, he continued his service to his
country for three decades, rising to head the Israeli Air Force’s Training and War Lessons
Section and eventually becoming its chief of operations. During these years he downed twelve
MiG fighters (plus three more as “unit score”), making him one of the aces of jet aviation.The
2003 “Pilots’ Letter,” the famous statement by IAF pilots refusing to take part in unlawful military
activities, caused Spector and twenty-seven other pilots to be labeled “refuseniks.” Spector
disputed the term—does refusing to commit war crimes make one a refusenik? Nevertheless, it



brought Spector’s military career to an end, while also making him one of the most compelling
and celebrated defenders of the conscience of the Jewish state. In that battle, as in his previous
battles against Egypt’s MiGs, his mother’s constant lesson sustained him: “All from
within.”Spector has written a rich and reflective meditation on loyalty, on what is right and wrong
in war, and on his dedication to the idea and reality of the state of Israel. His maverick
conscience informs this artfully written memoir, already a bestseller in Israel in its original
Hebrew edition.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
Back CoverIftach Spector—retired Israeli Air Force general and its second-highest-scoring
fighter ace—is one of Israel’s living legends. During the Six Day War in June 1967, he led the
flight that attacked the U.S. surveillance ship USS Liberty off the Sinai Peninsula, an apparent
case of mistaken identity that remains controversial to this day. He was one of the eight Israeli
pilots who attacked and destroyed Saddam Hussein’s nuclear reactor at Osirik in 1981. In 2003
he was the senior signatory of the famous “Pilots’ Letter,” in which General Spector and twenty-
seven other Israeli pilots stated their refusal to bomb targets in Palestine where collateral
damage would likely be severe. It was the end of his military career. In this vivid memoir, at turns
moving and exciting, Spector illuminates what it was like coming of age in the fledging Jewish
state of Israel and how he defended both its territory and its conscience as he rose through the
ranks as a fighter pilot.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About
the AuthorIftach Spector is a retired Brigadier General of the Israeli Air Force. Since 2001, he
has been active in the Movement for Disengagement from the Palestinians. Spector’s first book,
A Dream in Black and Azure (1992; never translated into English), won the Sade Literary Award,
given to him personally by Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. He has a BA in history and Middle East
Studies from Tel Aviv University and a master’s in political science from UCLA, both with honors.
General Spector lives in Ramot-HaShavim, Israel. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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LOUDANDCLEARTHE MEMOIR OF AN ISRAELI FIGHTER PILOTBRIGADIER
GENERALIFTACH SPECTORContents1 The Letter2 December 19603 Palmach4 By
Myself5 Doubletalk6 Bastille Day7 Savage8 Operation Focus9 The Black Flag and the
USS Liberty10 Toledano11 From Inside12 Nissim13 Authority14 Challenge15
Comradeship16 Clarity17 Baboons18 Model19 Room for Decision20 Hassan Again21
Wholeheartedly22 Halo23 Tammuz24 A Refusenik SpeaksAcknowledgmentsChapter1The
LetterWe, veteran and active-duty pilots alike, who served and still serve Israel every day, are
opposed to carrying out attack orders that are illegal and immoral of the type the State of Israel
has been conducting in the Occupied Territories . . .We, for whom the IDF and the Air Force are
an inalienable part of ourselves, refuse to continue to harm innocent civilians . . .These actions
are illegal and immoral, and are a direct result of the ongoing occupation which is corrupting all
of Israeli society . . .We hereby declare that we shall continue to serve in the IDF and the Air
Force on every mission, for the defense of Israel.—The Pilots’ Letter to the Israeli Air
Force,December 24, 2003THE FIRST ISRAELI FIGHTER PILOT I ever met was Ladya. He
peered at me through the grass and looked a little like cat food, reddish and granular. I collected
him carefully in a cardboard box. Around us were low barbed-wire fences, and above stretched
the open blue sky from which he had descended a few minutes before—passing over us with a
roar, his jet rolling like a big black cross and at last slamming into the ground. Now, all around the
ground was sticky and the air was saturated with the sweet smell of jet fuel.One of my friends
raised his head above the weeds and I saw his pale stare. Then I saw his back bend and heard
gagging sounds. When I crawled toward him, my hand sank into a small, steaming pile. I looked
at my palm—the dripping porridge of tomato pieces and white slime was not much different from
the fiber and broken bone scattered around.I vomited.My gorge rose again forty-four years later,
when the journalist in front of me combed his hair, checked his makeup in the monitor screen of
the TV camera, and turned to interview me for this evening’s sound bite for Channel One. A
pimple on his cheek drew my attention. Then I saw his expectant look.“Sorry, what did you
ask?”“Brigadier General Iftach Spector, one of Israel’s greatest fighter pilots—are you a
refusenik?”“What?”WHAT IS GOING ON HERE? My country is under attack. Terrorists with
knives attack our citizens on the streets. At night, cars are hosed down with automatic weapons
fire. Suicide bombers enter hotels, restaurants, and buses to subject women, children, old
people, and babies to fire, shock, and a hail of shrapnel nails. Hundreds are killed, thousands
injured. The country is covered with a grid of fences around public buildings, schools, and
kindergartens. Armed security stands in the entrance of every mall, cinema, restaurant, and bus
station. Security people and soldiers carrying weapons patrol everywhere, stand in doors and
road crossings, checking hand luggage. But in spite of all this, the terror continues. And, of
course, passive defense is not enough. The enemy must be attacked in his base, and so the
Israeli Defense Force (IDF) and the security services are activated.The IDF moves its center of



gravity to the occupied territories. Our soldiers focus on “dealing with the civilian population,”
breaking into houses, making arrests. Our soldiers smash walls and tear up floors, searching for
weapons. Sometimes they catch terrorists and their handlers. When a home has been used in
this manner, the family is evacuated and the house demolished. The IDF surprises the enemy
time and again in the cities and in the villages, day and night. Sometime the operation ends
quietly, and sometimes clashes occur in streets and on rooftops, with dead and wounded on
both sides. Many terrorists and suspects are caught. The prisons are packed with thousands of
Palestinians, and new prisons are being opened.The Palestinians react with escalating
savagery. Terrorists are caught—but new ones are born all the time, some of them mere
children. The mullahs seduce them, promising heavenly virgins, and terrorists continue coming
like zombies with their bomb belts. They launch homemade rockets that they manufacture in
secret factories at night. In the mosques, on Fridays, they get their religion with an anti-Semitic
flavor, justifying their abominable terror as “holy war.” It develops into a zero-sum game—either
us or them.I AM OVER SIXTY and am not an active participant in this war. For the past fifteen
years I have done my reserve duty as a volunteer, teaching pilots. From the sidelines, I watched
my country forced to defend itself against terror.This is not a simple battle; the terrorists who
face us wear civilian clothes. They emerge, strike, and go to ground among the civilian
population. Our forces must hit the terrorists without harming the innocent population in which
they immerse themselves, and this is a very complicated surgical mission. Still, it is clear that
this distinction is very important—indiscriminate attacks on populations, besides being immoral,
are forbidden by Israeli law, and turn the whole world against us. Attacks that cause collateral
damage endanger our chances to resolve the conflict we are engaged in, and they tarnish our
self-image and our way of life.It is a tough war. I cross my fingers for the IDF every day.THE AIR
FORCE IS THE MAIN TOOL to do that important “surgery,” and for good reason. An airplane,
soaring high over the conquered areas, sees without being seen. From on high it detects figures
who can be identified as “bad guys” by somebody else, locks onto them, and fires on or bombs
buildings reported by somebody as containing enemies.And terrorists do get taken out, but the
process is not perfect. Many noncombatants are hit as well. The ratio of combatants to
noncombatants is 1:1—meaning for every terrorist we kill an innocent, and other noncombatants
are wounded. This ratio is very bad. The terrorists are the ones who profit from the collateral
damage. They, who target our children intentionally—exploit our misses to win the hearts and
minds of the Palestinian population and world support. Sometimes, after a botched operation
like this, it seems that the loss from the operation is greater than the gain. But this is the nature of
war. And throughout this book you will hear about war.ON THE NIGHT OF JULY 22, 2002, the
“surgeon’s scalpel,” while excising a cancerous tumor, slipped deep into living flesh. A fighter jet
was sent at midnight to take out a notorious terrorist named Salekh Shkhade. The fighter
dropped a one-ton bomb on a house in a heavily populated suburb of Gaza. The bomb hit, and
the house collapsed on all its inhabitants. When the dust cleared, it was found that fifteen
women and children were blown to pieces together with the terrorist.When that outcome was



known, the world cried out. In Israel hard questions began to be asked. People wondered
whether this was intentional, and began inquiring about the limits set upon the military. Officials
began making excuses, explaining that they hadn’t imagined that so many people were living in
that house. Knowing Gaza better than that, journalists dismissed this explanation. On the other
side, the shrill voices of self-proclaimed patriots thundered in the streets and markets, “What the
hell is all the soul-searching for? Woe to the villain and woe to his neighbor!” And if one listened
hard, one could hear the thrill of satisfaction and the joy of revenge.This bombing woke me from
my long lethargy.I have to confess that in the beginning it was not the moral question that
troubled me. I saw in all this something different: What was happening to the operational
standards of the IDF? “A terrorist was eliminated—great,” I thought and cheered, “Hooray for the
Israeli Air Force. But why did you have to get such results in such a miserable way?”The results
of this operation—one terrorist for fifteen children—seemed to me like a pound of gain for a ton
of loss. I saw it as a reproach to military competence. To put one bullet in the target you had to
tear the whole neighborhood down? This looks like a complete screwup, done by a soldier who
doesn’t even know how to fire his weapon. Is that what you learned in the occupied territories, to
put fire on the target in erratic bursts? What kind of standard is that, my dear Israeli Air Force
(IAF)?Even having uttered this criticism, I was still not that angry. I was aware that the mission
was complex and that there might be many factors that could have affected it. Perhaps, I
thought, the pilots and their commanders really did not imagine that there might be so many
people in the target house (although simple common sense mocked the idea that in Gaza,
packed with a million people, the terrorist Shkhade would be sleeping alone in a large house).
So I kept saying that “had the IAF commanders known in advance that the house was full of
innocent civilians, they definitely would have halted this bombing, and caught Shkhade in
another location, eliminating him in a surgical, precise way, the way it should be done.” This was
what I kept saying time and again, to myself and to everybody who asked me.Today I realize that
in the past few years I had been repressing bits and pieces of information. Occurrences of this
nature, on a smaller scale, had been taking place in the territories daily. After the Shkhade
incident, I realized that this is the way things had been managed there for some time. It was
upsetting, but I still argued, “Surely there was some mistake.”EVERYONE KNOWS THAT WARS
are an arena of mistakes where innocents die. In the three years of the War of Attrition, 1968–
1970, against Egypt and Syria, for example, we in the IAF hit an Egyptian school full of children,
shot down a Libyan airliner, and more—all by mistake. I myself was involved in a very serious
operational mistake in 1967 where non-combatants lost their lives (more about this later). Tragic
indeed. But a mistake can have some positive value—provided you internalize it and learn from
it. This way, new and better ways to fight can be discovered, and new and improved weapons
created. “Recognition of mistakes is the way to turn a failure into success.” That is what I was
taught and what I taught others. “There is no shame in acknowledging mistakes. On the contrary
—credit and dignity derive from it, benefiting all of us.”In short, I had no doubt that collateral
damage—as happened in the elimination of Shkhade—was taken seriously in the IDF as a



grave mistake. I took it for granted that the IAF works constantly to develop new methods to hit
its targets—and the targets only.But then, to my complete surprise, the IAF published a press
release that showed me I had misunderstood the whole thing. The air force commander, Maj.
Gen. Dan Khalutz, made a public appearance. The commander is a charismatic and very likable
person. He is especially known for a glib tongue and plain speaking.“How do you feel, sir,” the
interviewer asked him, “when you drop a one-ton bomb on a populated neighborhood?”“How do
I feel?” the commander replied with a smile. “Nothing. Just a light buffet on the wing, that’s
all.”His black eyes flashing with good humor, the commander completed his answer: “I sleep well
at night.”WELL, WE KNOW ABOUT SCHLOCK journalists, the kind who specialize in “How do
you feel?” questions. Many times the answers come out foolish, too. I don’t know this officer very
well personally and have no clue whether he misunderstood the impact of his words. But the
reality was there for everybody to see: immoral and unlawful actions were happening every day
in the occupied territories. And when some of the soldiers protested, the IDF and the IAF used
their power to punish in order to silence them. This officer’s callous words, on the contrary, were
said loud and clear for everybody in Israel and in the whole world to hear. All this shed a new,
bright, and ugly light on the IDF’s ways of making war—both operationally and morally.I began
paying attention, and the more I saw and heard, the sadder and more surprised I became
regarding the lack of discipline, the defects in personal example, and the short-sightedness of
our commanders in this complicated war. I began to see the problem not as just a tactical
military mistake but also as a much deeper failure our military commanders were part of. The
protruding component in this case was the separation between the principles (and the law of the
state) and the deeds done in the area.This was not the first time, nor the last, when I saw friends
and comrades, air force people, pilots of my own level, who were raised on the same values,
separating their actions in the field from accepted moral values. In other words, compromising
their principles.Of course, “compromising your principles” is the easy way, isn’t it? Why dig, why
rake up the muck? It’s just a wing buffet. Why deal with it at all? Just let it go. Why rock the boat?
Hadn’t Ezer Weizmann, the great, the glorious IAF commander of the 1960s, taught us all,
“Don’t explain and don’t apologize”? So what do you expect from the IAF? Don’t be dumb. Sit
down and shut up.But I could never follow this principle. Time and again I found myself twisting,
investing effort, explaining, and giving excuses. And later, in my forty years of flying, I had had
some friends who explored those easy ways and found where they led. The first stage in
compromising principles was always easy. But after you began, there was the second stage, and
suddenly the path twisted and soon was shrouded in fog. And my mother, too. She used to say,
“Now listen well, Iftach Spector” (this is how she would begin when she wanted to make a point),
“we are not rich enough to buy cheap things.”I PERUSED THE LETTER I had signed three
weeks ago. This time it was not the rough copy put on my desk by a young pilot with a flushed
face. Now the text was in bold type, black and red, spread over the entire first page. The
headline shouted, “REFUSENIK PILOTS!”The journalist glared at me with his beady
eyes.“Well?”He didn’t say it directly, but I, like the entire crowd watching us at home, understood



exactly the reason for the ugly devolution of the word, from “refusal” to “refusenik.” This change is
intended to suppress the simple fact that I declare that I shall refuse to take part in war crimes—
and to connect me with words whose meaning is repulsive and ugly: “evasion,” “cowardice,”
“treachery.”Or to put it bluntly, treason. Betraying the State of Israel.“Well?” the interviewer
persisted, “What do you say?”What could I say? It is correct, I do refuse. Here it is written in
black and red on yellow. And then I recalled Ladya again. The smell of the mound of vomit of
forty-four years ago rose in my nostrils, warm and sour.So I answered the journalist somehow,
and the media did their thing. As expected, the tumult broke even before the interview ended.
The IAF reaction was strong: the twenty-eight pilots who signed the protest, including myself,
were discharged from the air force. Since there had been no crime and no military offense, they
argued that we had violated esprit de corps. It was a clever tactic; could I say that in our senior
winged ranks, some were not worthy to be called fighter pilots in my corps? I couldn’t make my
mouth utter those clear, hard words. I hadn’t had the fortitude to accuse my air force of
incompetence, and the IDF high command of war crimes. Even today, three years later, I find it
very difficult to write these words.So I was struck dumb, and right away some of my friends
publicly cut me dead. I noticed that every one of them used the opportunity to show off his
medals. I stood empty-handed—I never received nor asked for a medal; I just gave a few to
some of them. A friend who had flown with me on perilous missions wrote me a note: “Our ways
part,” and for a moment I was scared for him; perhaps he had a terminal illness. Another fighter
ace suggested I should be executed; another asked me to commit suicide. Public figures,
philosophers, and pundits used my name to further their own causes. Important people declared
they would not speak with me nor agree to meet me (though I never asked any of them to do any
such thing). Economical brains looked for ways to halt my military pension payments.Reporters
who feed on the IDF led a public campaign focused on personal attacks against us. We were
presented as deserters and traitors. One reporter was especially nasty—he invented a
nickname for the signatories of the pilots’ letter—“the Air Force 28,” and used the loss of my
father, Zvi Spector, at sea with twenty-three commandos who sailed to fight the Nazis, to
humiliate me. The public followed through, and all kinds of people I never knew called me and
sent faxes. My mailbox at home as well as my e-mail boxes began filling with trash. After some
time I gave up and began separating out my utility bills and throwing everything else away.But all
the trouble of that time was nothing in comparison to the moment when my daughter Noah
asked me, wide-eyed like the small girl she was, “Daddy, are you a refusenik? Is that what you
have taught us?” My face fell.“There’s no better way to wake up than a good slap in the face,” my
father would have taught me, had I a father and not a shadow drowning nightly in my dreams. So
I had to learn this lesson by myself.So I stood in front of her, shocked, and tried to find
something to say. And some noise probably came out of me, since my wife, Ali, raised her head
from her book.“What’s the matter?” And when she saw the look on my face, she noted, “Sour?
Never mind, sour is piquant.” With all her exquisite delicacy, Ali can be pretty tough.Noah rose
angrily to my defense. “Mom, stop it! Don’t you see how bitter it is for Dad?”“Bitter?” said Ali with



a smile. At that time she was translating the cookbook Cordon Bleu. into Hebrew. She was
swimming in the spices of haute cuisine. “Even better, then. Bitterness adds finesse to the
dish.”It took me time to realize how right she was.So I had to answer her. My thoughts over
Noah’s question were so painful that I even had moments from visions in the night, fear and
trembling came upon me—when I wondered whether my refusal to take part in immoral and
unlawful deeds was not in itself an immoral and unlawful deed. And so, wandering among the
rooms in the small hours of the night, confused, washing my face with cold water, I even played
out a little drama of reformation. It was so easy. I just had to enter the air force command post.
Then I would say wide-eyed, with a disarming smile, “Forgive me, gentlemen. I was wrong. Just a
passing whimsy. So sorry!”And in this context, would you believe, I fully understood the meaning
of faith and repentance. Uh, the security within the system. All the difficult aspects of my life—
responsibility, authority, guilt—evaporated into space like purple clouds of hashish. Hear, hear,
they are accepting me back into the angels’ choir. They are going to let me start the engines of
the Fouga trainer. My name is going to be cleared, my family relieved of their agony, the aching
knot in my gut loosened, and peaceful sleep will visit every night.A moment later, when I saw my
face in the mirror, I burst out with such a laugh that Ali rushed to the bathroom to see what had
happened to me.ABOUT THIRTY-FIVE YEARS before those difficult days related above, I was a
fighter pilot in the Fighting First and found myself in a situation that seemed hopeless. I was
caught alone in the heart of Egypt, between two enemy jet fighters, and my Mirage was flying on
empty. The MiGs kept diving on me, trying over and over to shoot me down as I struggled to stay
alive. This unequal contest continued with no end in sight. The moment came when I lost all
hope of getting out alive and free.And at that moment, exactly when I began sinking into despair
and was about to lose my fighting spirit, there arose from nowhere a short sentence, only three
words, that I have been cherishing since then like a mantra.The words were “All from
inside.”Which means, “Listen well, Iftach Spector. It all depends on you. The question is only
what is inside you, how worthy you are.”And this is the whole story.Chapter2December
1960Super Mystere: A single-seat fighter-attack jet built by Marcel Dassault, France. It was a
first-line interceptor in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Armament: two 30mm cannons, four hard
points under the wings carry fuel tanks or bombs.The first eighteen Super Mysteres arrived in
December 1958, and the Scorpions squadron formed at the IAF Base Hatzor, under Maj. Yaacov
Nevo (Yak), the aerial combat star of the air force.The initial engagements between Super
Mysteres and Egyptian MiG-17s ended with no results. In late 1959, during a dogfight with a
MiG-17, a Super Mystere pilot went into a spin and had to eject from his aircraft. In two more
engagements, in May and October 1960, two MiGs were hit but made it back to base.Things
changed on April 28, 1961. Two Egyptian MiG-17s penetrated Israeli air space near Nizzana,
and this time it was the turn of the Egyptian pilot to abandon his spinning aircraft. The Scorpions
had gotten their first kill.ON A BRIGHT BLUE DAY flooded with sun and the freezing wind of mid-
December 1960, five newly minted second lieutenants arrived at the Scorpions fighter
squadron, Air Base Hatzor, in the south of Israel.We climbed the four stairs up to the balcony of



our new home, carrying on our backs rucksacks full of flight gear, and halted on the wide and
empty balcony. Five doors, painted yellow, were shut. Nobody was there to welcome us.The
Israeli Air Force at that time had six fighter squadrons plus several transports and a few
helicopters. That was it, and it was still a hell of an air force. Only five months before, every last
one of its pilots—all in all, a few dozen—had crowded into the officers’ mess at Tel Nof Air Base
for a party to celebrate our wings, get us drunk on disgusting medicinal cognac, and hoist us
from the pool table to the ceiling. Fifteen graduates we were, a large bunch in those days, and
we punched fifteen holes in the rotten planks of the ceiling. The officers’ mess, an old barracks
left over from the RAF during the time of the British Mandate in Palestine, was spacious enough
to hold the whole Israeli Air Force and even Yalo, a robust fighter pilot with blue eyes and a
clownish bent, who made us bunny hop with all the girls at the party till our starched khaki shirts
with the new wings above the left chest pocket were drenched with sweat and were taken off
and thrown aside. The cement tiles buckled under our feet as we danced the Horah. Before
morning, we had overturned the tables and broken the chairs, so our training as Israeli fighter
pilots was complete.AMONG THOSE SIX fighter squadrons, the Scorpions were the top of the
heap. Two years earlier, the Scorpions had dethroned the senior squadron, the glorious Fighting
First Fighter Squadron, with her aging Mystere aircraft. Only the Scorpions were lucky enough to
receive the new jet, the crowning achievement of the French aviation industry, the Super
Mystere. Even as air cadets we had dreamed of the Super Mystere. Unlike its elder brothers, the
Ouragan and the Mystere, which looked like Dutch uncles, the Super Mystere had a menacing
presence. It had the face of predator. Under its nose was a giant elliptical mouth, and inside the
aircraft’s guts roared a huge jet engine full of power, with an afterburner. The Super Mystere was
a large and beautiful aircraft, with elongated lines like a viper. It also flew well, breaking the
sound barrier in level flight. In addition, it could achieve fifty thousand feet—seventeen vertical
kilometers from Earth. We were told that the sky at that height—above most of the atmosphere—
is almost black, and that if one trains his eyes well enough one could see the stars in broad
daylight.This was the ultimate aircraft, and this was the Scorpions, the new spear point of the
Israeli Air Force.Everybody knew that the Scorpions accepted only the crème de la crème Who
hadn’t dreamed of getting here? And there we were on that balcony, a bunch of rookies who had
just finished operational training. It was electrifying. It was scary.So we trembled there in the cold
wind, proud and glad, and looked around.On the tarmac in front of us sat five large, beautiful
Super Mysteres. Their crystal canopies hung over their open cockpits, as if hovering in the air.
The shining Plexiglas sparkled in the morning sun. Each of the aircraft sported two round, plump
fuel tanks that peered at us from beneath the wings, their tips bulging like aroused nipples. With
their long, sleek body lines, the Super Mysteres looked to me like a group of women lying on a
rug, chatting and waiting.I lowered my eyes. My friend Zur, called ZBB, smiled at me in wordless
complicity.I looked again at the Super Mysteres and felt a wave of excitement. Within a week or
two I would make my first flight in this advanced, powerful machine. Could I handle it? And
immediately the momentum would begin building—within two months we would try the aerial



firing range, and whoever hit the towed flag—the drogue—would be inducted into the small, elite
group of fighter pilots, those few who defend the skies of Israel daily.I knew which of us would hit
the drogue. I knew it would not be me.Suddenly the whole process seemed too fast—way too
fast. Only yesterday I was a kid, the shepherd of Kibbutz Givat-Brenner, a boy humming pop
tunes in the fields and admiring Col. Ariel Sharon’s paratroopers. Then the Sinai War of 1956
came from nowhere, blackouts were in force, and our teachers carried guns. My sixteen-year-old
classmates dug trenches in the lawns. And after that came my flight craze. At night in the
underground shelter of the kibbutz, I built model planes and tried to figure out the laws of
aerodynamics. When the girls put on black skirts and white blouses and went dancing in the
evenings, I stayed in my room, immersed in books about war that smelled of long use, most of
them translated from Russian. For some time I read randomly, immersed in things such as
Hannibal’s tragic fate. Then I discovered World War II. I became entranced by Alexei Merseyev, a
Soviet fighter pilot who fought the Nazis (like my own father), lost both his legs, but returned to
aerial combat to shoot down Messerschmitts. Merseyev became a hero of the USSR, and I
walked the fields, waving a stick and cutting wild flowers the way he did, and swearing
aloud.Finally my induction notice came, then the smell of the high-octane fuel of the Harvard
trainer and the propeller’s noisy, dissonant whine. Then the heart-stopping takeoff—as if I were
being sucked right up into the sky between two screaming Meteor jet engines—and before I
knew it I had my wings, and I stood looking at the Super Mysteres from the balcony of the
Scorpions squadron.It was so fast.A DOOR OPENED and a head with thick, short, red hair
peered out. Nissim noticed us standing there and rushed back in, roaring in a loud voice in his
Bulgarian accent, “They’re here!”A long sh . . . sh was heard from the inside of the room. Nissim
slammed the door. We looked at each other, wondering. A thin black dog crawled out from
beneath the building, stretched herself, yawned, and finally rose to smell us and lick Uri Sheani’s
hands. We all crowded around to touch her fur for luck. Lira was the famous mascot of the Super
Mystere pilots.Dogs and all kinds of animals loved Sheani. He was a nature boy who used to
raise swamp cats in his parents’ room at his kibbutz, Ein-Harod, in the Izreel Valley. His little
tigers tore the curtains to strips and frightened the neighbors. When we went AWOL from base,
the vicious watchdogs guarding the fences stopped growling and cowered before Sheani,
begging to be petted.He was a short, muscular young man with straw-colored hair and a square
face. His eyes were pale blue above a charming smile flashing lots of white teeth. His broad jaws
and the dimple in his chin hinted at the tremendous willpower hidden behind the smile. Two
years earlier, when we air cadets were tested for strength of character in the thirty-five-kilometer
field run with full equipment, Sheani made it first to the end, limping badly. But when he took his
shoes off, the faces of the instructors went pale. The soles of his feet were bloody minced meat. I
was always an admirer of good sportsmanship, but this was something more than athletic
prowess.Uri Sheani was superb at orienteering. In one of our few breaks in the flight course, we
decided to drive around the whole Negev—Israel’s southern desert—to survey the benchmarks
and take pictures. It was a ten-day trip. We were five boys on a rented jeep, and only one of us



had a driver’s license, but we all abused the small vehicle over hundreds of kilometers of sand
and rock. The jeep rewarded us in kind when we had to carry it on our backs through the wadis
and down the steep slopes of the Yehuda Desert, down to Ein-Gedi on the coast of the Dead
Sea, three hundred meters below sea level.Uri sniffed the air like an animal and found water for
us. When we fell asleep, dead tired, near the bonfire, he would listen to the night sounds and in
the morning would show us fine footprints and wild animals hopping in the distance. When we
arrived at the operational training and became acquainted with the gun sight and gunpowder,
Sheani’s powerful hands could manage the Ouragan aircraft with gentle and economical
nudges. He proved to be a first-class gunner. In aerial target shooting he set a record, doubling
the old one.AND STILL WE STOOD THERE, before the closed doors of the Scorpions, waiting.
Nothing happened. Finally Umsh sneered and said, “Guys, what a Zikago.” We grinned at each
other.We had been together for more than two years since the five of us were in Tel Nof with a
hundred other rookies brought for flight school, dressed with baggy clothes, and given over to a
sergeant to the torture of the obstacle course. Then, in the middle of it all, we all were ordered to
go under the rusty barbed-wire fences and thorns to collect pieces of aluminum and human flesh
—all that was left of an Ouragan jet that passed over us, did a roll in the air, and augured in with
a boom and a big splash of kerosene. A small fire was soon put out that left a black, fatty layer
over everything and a cloying, sweet smell that stuck to skin and clothes. “What a Zikago” was
the phrase Umsh coined then for any snafu.At the end of “Ladya’s day,” our first day in the air
force, many of us decided they had had enough. They smelled the stench and had second
thoughts. We—the fifty boys who stayed—were sent to casual company on the base, cleaning,
whitewashing, shoveling, painting—in short, waiting for the real stuff to begin. That’s how I came
to know the air force, and my friends at the thirty-first pilot course.THE DOOR OPENED AGAIN.
A short, solid man came out on the balcony and faced us. The back of his thick neck was shaven
and the flight suit was tight on his barrel chest. He wore no rank insignia on his worn flight suit
that was almost white from many launderings.Uncertainly, we saluted him.“You must be the
trainees!” he announced.We nodded.“Welcome to the Scorpions!”And suddenly he gave us a
warm, beautiful, contagious smile, which lit up his big, heavy face. We all smiled back at him.
This was our introduction to Capt. Zorik Lev, the legendary vice commander of the legendary
commander of the best fighter squadron in the Israeli Air Force. Zorik never wore rank insignia
on his shoulders or wings on his chest. This was a kind of coquettish modesty; just looking at
him told you who and what he was.“PUT YOUR RUCKSACKS HERE. Here! And go into that
room! Hurry, move it!”It seemed that every sentence here had to end with an exclamation
point.We were pushed inside, one after another, and on entering, scanned the room. This was
the squadron briefing room, the heart of its existence. The room had a large central table,
covered with maps of the Middle East. Around the table, leaning against the walls, sat twenty or
so pilots of the elite jet fighter community. We realized that they had all come here to welcome us
and to get to know the trainees.I looked at the men cautiously, surreptitiously. The first
impression was one of—a festival of mustaches! Almost everyone here sported one: Yalo’s



clipped mustache was next to David Ivry’s Cossack-style flowing yellow one. A black enormous
mustache on Beit-on’s upper lip contrasted with the two red brushes sported by Nissim and
Yozef Salant. And the cat’s whiskers mustaches that belonged to Aki and Avihu were better than
the blurry shadow on Khetz’s beak. Mustaches and more mustaches. They surrounded us
challengingly. Oh, my God, I thought, awestruck. We trainees hadn’t much to add to the glory of
the Scorpions in this respect, even if you considered the yellow thread under Goldie’s nose. And
what’s more, though ZBB’s and Umsh’s cheeks were shadowed, Sheani and I had no hope: the
shrubbery hadn’t even begun to grow.I scanned the unknown faces, searching. Who among
them was Yak?However, Zorik was the dominant figure. His sharp eyes searched the room; he
decided, enough, and banged the table with a heavy fist. Silence. Then he addressed the new
arrivals. The introduction ritual had begun. Each of the trainees was invited to stand up in turn
and introduce himself to the group.After much pushing and shoving, Umsh got to his feet. He
was two or three years older than the rest of us. Black-haired, virile, tall, and athletic, Zvi
Umshweiff was the handsomest guy in our group. He towered over the rest of us.When Umsh
began talking, I looked again to try to spot Yak. A character, Yak was the one whom air cadets
discussed admiringly as “the best fighter pilot in the history of the IAF.” Recently, while in the
operational training stage, we were given the manual on aerial combat theory. Yak had written
this manual. I spent nights on the crude but clear sketches he drafted there—an aircraft gets on
his adversary’s tail, and suddenly, as in a sophisticated jujitsu exercise, is catapulted forward,
instantly transformed from predator to prey. And, of course, Yak was one of the very few in the
world who had shot down MiG-17s, the most modern jet fighters built in the USSR. Yakir Laufer,
the ex-mechanic who knew everything, said that nobody in the world could sit on Yak’s tail. And
then he would add humbly, “for now.” This naive arrogance—which, as we advanced in our
training, was gradually proving itself true—annoyed the rest of us.Yak was already nearing the
end of his command of the Scorpions. His successor, Maj. Shimon Ash, joined us in the
conversion course on the Super Mystere, and he also was watching us, but Zorik, the vice
commander, was the boss. Still, I knew that Yak was hidden among the men, and he was the
player who would separate the sheep from the goats. Whoever he didn’t like would wash out and
go back to the old planes, the Mysteres or the Ouragans.So, I wondered, who was Yak?THERE
WAS SOMETHING ODD about Zvi Umshweiff, some internal conflict that endowed him with an
enigmatic, mysterious aura.His strange family name—Umshweiff—reeked of terrible and evil
places. But in spite of this, there was no trace of the Diaspora in him. On the contrary, Umsh was
the perfect Sabra, a kibbutz product, full of smiles, a good dancer, and a superb athlete. There
was no hint of a Polish accent in his speech, but we all could sense ghosts shadowing him.
Slowly and gradually we learned some details. He had come from Umshweiff—a village near
Auschwitz—and he had spent two years in the extermination camp as a child, lost both parents,
and somehow, by a miracle, made it out alive. When World War II ended, the nine-year-old boy
wandered the roads of Europe and eventually arrived in Palestine and Kibbutz Ein-Hamifratz
near Haifa. There he grew up an orphan.In those years, the 1950s, such a story was not very



unusual. The classrooms were filled with children who came from God knows where, speaking
foreign languages. Gradually a perfect, throaty Hebrew replaced Zvi’s native Polish. The
Holocaust seedling grew, acquired a tan, and became a superb sportsman and an excellent
student. That is what Zvi Umshweiff let us know about him, that and nothing more. But when they
ordered us to change our family names to Hebrew ones, Zvi stubbornly refused to part with his
strange name.In our cadet barracks and on some hard marches he proved a good friend. One
evening on the “hunger hike,” when the night had enveloped our small group on top of a hill in the
Negev desert, and we lay on the ground shivering, weak from three days of marching with no
food, suddenly Umsh spoke up.He proposed a prize of ten pounds from his own pocket to
whoever could fart the smell of fried chicken. The contest aroused new spirit and got a good
laugh from all of us. Zvi was a good sport, but he still jealously guarded his privacy. He always
played his cards close to the chest. He was not unsocial, but kept to himself, meticulously
squared away, ironed and shined. He lived the moment, every moment, as if it were his last.
When we started flying he was immediately successful, but was satisfied with whatever he did
and didn’t strive to do better. He studiously avoided any extra effort.On one occasion when he
did go out of his way, he took me with him.We were learning the basics flying Harvard trainers.
Suddenly Zvi took me aside and challenged me to a one-on-one aerial combat—a dogfight. We
stood away from the others, whispering together worriedly, because this idea was mad and
criminal. At that time we were just at the initial stage of our solo flights, and were only beginning
to get a preliminary understanding of how to manipulate the controls of our chubby propeller
trainer. Naturally, none of us had any clue whatsoever as to the real meaning of those two words
“aerial combat” and what happens in one. And above all, it was clear to us that what was cooking
between us was a very serious offense against army regulations. We knew that if anybody even
heard us talking we would instantly be washed out of the course, and the school’s commander
would definitely lock us both up.We were just looking for big trouble.THE NEXT MORNING we
met over the eastern edge of the deserted British runway at Faluja, where nowadays stands the
town of Kiryat Gat. At that time there was only the open expanse of the northern Negev Desert. I
held a left-turn holding pattern and waited for Zvi’s arrival.The Harvard trainer that came toward
me rocked his wings and blinked twice with his landing lights. I extended my landing gear and
then retracted them, as a signal. The area around us was clear and no other plane was in sight,
so I went to full throttle and flew right at him, not knowing what exactly to do next. His barrel-
round nose turned toward me, and within a minute we found ourselves chasing each other with
roaring propellers. The more I tightened my turn, the more he tightened his, and the circle shrank
and shrank. I could see his face as a white mark in the frame of his glass canopy.We continued
this way until I lost my temper and pulled back hard on the stick. My airplane began to stall,
shuddering and skittering from side to side, like a car on a wet road. For some reason, Umsh’s
plane had stopped turning and was flying straight ahead. Had he given up? Had I won? With
pounding heart I hurried to complete the rest of the turn and came in on his tail, disregarding the
shuddering of my Harvard, which was threatening to stall again under the pressure of the pulled-



back stick, chattering victoriously “Rat-tat! Rat-tat!” And then I sensed something else, big and
gray, moving ominously at the fringe of my vision. A second later I passed a rocky hillside within
a whisker of my right wing.When I came to my senses again, I was skimming over a white dirt
road, still in the air and trying to regain speed and escape from the low hills around me. Umsh
had disappeared somewhere. I saw his plane again only later, when I got behind him in line for a
landing at Tel Nof. When we shut our engines and dismounted our aircraft, we ignored each
other.In the evening, in our room, when the two of us were safe from any eavesdropping, Umsh
shot me a mocking smile. Hurt, I said to him, “Come on, Umsh, what’s that smile on your face,
huh? I beat you, didn’t I?”He didn’t respond, so I continued, “So what if I didn’t see the fucking
hill? I was concentrating, I was locked on you!” And when again he didn’t reply I said angrily,
“Well, are we fighter pilots, or not?” I was insulted, because I felt I deserved praise. In this mock
engagement I had succeeded, finally, in flying the way my instructor, Lieutenant Rosenberg, had
tried to teach me. “You’re absent-minded, Spike!” he used to thunder at me during every flight, in
a hoarse and thick voice that came from the rear cockpit as from a deep barrel. “Concentrate, ya-
Allah! Focus! Fo-cooos!” stressing the last syllable to get to the Arabic word for “cunt.”And here I
did concentrate all right, didn’t I? And I sure got results—I shot down Umsh the Great!Umsh
shushed me. “Don’t shout. Somebody will hear us—”I lowered my voice but didn’t calm down.
After all, the teacher in the children’s house at the kibbutz used to call me “scatterbrain.” And our
schoolteacher, Yos’l, used to ask, “Where was His Majesty hovering lately? Would His Highness
be kind enough to descend?” So absent-mindedness had always been my curse, but not this
time.“So what if I took some risk, Umshweiff, eh?” I demanded. “So what the fuck?” I had
adapted that from Harry Barak, our Australian commander with the long mustache.Umsh just
chuckled at me. He was two years older than I, going on a hundred, and felt no need to phrase
survivability skill in words. So while I was fuming, I found myself alone. Zvi Umshweiff turned to
the wall and covered his head with a blanket, retiring for his regular evening interview with Kim
Novak.AND NOW UMSH CONCLUDED, introducing himself to the squadron and sitting back in
his chair. Zorik handed him a present, a cardboardbound file full of his study materials—Super
Mystere manuals, flight rules, etc.—with his name on it. They shook hands, and the group
applauded.It was evident that a splendid pilot such as Zvi Umshweiff would be a very fine
addition to the Scorpions, and most of all to Giora Furman, who needed a world-class striker on
the squadron’s volleyball team. And Yozef Salant also vetted plots. He coached the basketball
team.URI SHEANI THEN PRESENTED himself in a few quiet sentences. Uri never liked to talk
much. But it was obvious from the looks on the faces of the people present that the Scorpions
had checked this shrimp out before. The best shooter received his file with a handshake from
Zorik and sat down. Zorik, with his pointy nose, had already sensed with whom he was dealing,
and within a couple of days Sheani would be selected leader of the “fast turnaround” team of
pilots, who must put an end to the irritating ascendancy of the wild mechanics of Lt. Gad
Sandek, the technical officer of the squadron.Fast turnaround contests were common
competitive events back then. The rival teams, ten players each, would careen crazily out of the



ammunition dumps, dragging and pushing trolleys loaded with external fuel tanks, heavy bombs,
fuses, and strips of cannon rounds. The competitors then would jump and climb all over the
aircraft, crawling under it, all at full speed—all you could hear was wham, bam. Arm it, fuel it, and
prepare it to go out again. As in a festival, the whole squadron would be around cheering and
shouting encouragement, smearing the name of the opposing team. When all was done—this
would be in minutes and seconds—Sandek would arrive to check that all was done right. Then
the winning team would collect its prize—an evening pass in town, or something like
that.Everybody in the air force was involved in the fast turnaround contests. We all knew that this
was the “force multiplier” of the IAF, the trick that could produce the equivalent of two hundred
aircraft from the mere hundred we actually had. These contests required intelligence, a lot of
physical power, and strong leadership. Uri Sheani was definitely the right man.In the last weeks
Uri began dating Shula, a petite parachute-folder, who also brought a friend for me. Madlene
was a very good-looking girl who sat with long legs crossed, holding her cigarette between slim
fingers, but when they went out to the rustling eucalyptus leaves and the perfumed darkness, I
didn’t go. I preferred to stay sitting on a stool in front of the bar in the officers’ mess. I was in love
with a girl from the kibbutz—a supple, flat-chested primrose—and preferred to listen to “Tammy”
and “For Alize,” sucking slowly the Coke bottle and dreaming of those virgin lips.THE ROOM
WARMED UP.The flight jackets came off, and finally I was able to discern—thanks to the major’s
insignia on one of them—which of the men was our commander, Yak. I stared at the slender,
modest, pensive figure who sat in the corner, totally silent, as if he were only a guest, and let
Zorik flood the room with his bubbling energy. Yak had a fine, delicate face with a straight nose
and small brown eyes with long lashes. On his upper lip was a thin pencil mustache. He looked
soft, almost feminine.I nudged Umsh. What, is this Yak, the pride of the Israeli fighter pilots? I
was expecting somebody very different—a bull of a guy like Aki or Daniel Vardon. At that time I
didn’t perceive the intense intelligence radiating from this slender person. Neither I nor anybody
else imagined how distant from the Scorpions Yak already was, cooking inside his brain the
historic victory that was going to save the Jewish state within seven years. And no one at the
time could interpret correctly the early signs of alienation and aloofness that were already
showing in Yak’s behavior and that would eventually lead to his own destruction.But now he
searched in his pocket, produced a pipe, filled it slowly, and lit it. The sweet scent of tobacco
filled the room. I was thrilled, for this finally was a real sign. Douglas Bader, an amputee hero of
the Battle of Britain, used to smoke a pipe all the time, even in the cockpit of his Spitfire.I vowed
to get me a pipe as soon as I could.IT WAS GOLDIE’S TURN. Immediately, the room was filled
with smiles.Ami Goldstein, Goldie, the most distinguished member of our class, was a small, fair
man with blue eyes and a yellow mustache. His unflappable good humor and quick wit inspired
everyone. When his fast thinking and meticulous implementation, and the way he cut directly to
the heart of things became evident, we understood he was a serious guy. Goldie became the
golden boy of our class.He had a sense of humor and a skill with language that could define a
person or an issue in a few words. He coined phrases with staying power. All the time he



introduced or invented new, funny ideas. Soon we all were speaking his idiom, which became
our secret language. I myself received from Goldie for free the nickname “Spike.” Having been
raised on a kibbutz, I hadn’t been exposed to American films and didn’t know the cartoon dumb
bulldog who always reacts too late and too much. The nickname Spike, since it came from
Goldie, did not offend me. After a time I thought that maybe there was something to it.Besides
his humor, Goldie had clear goals in life.“Life is divided into two stages,” he would say. In the
beginning, according to his theory, you are in the stage of “BSA” (being shouted at), because
everybody reprimands you. Later you develop and become an “SAEE” (shouts at everyone else).
“I have no time or patience for the first stage,” he told me. “My aim in life is to shorten it, and get
up to the level of the ‘shouters’ as soon as possible.”Later, when we got to night flying, Goldie
had a tough time. For some reason his Harvard went wild time and again in the darkness.
Sometimes he would run out of runway while landing, go off into the fields, and flip over. By
dumb luck, Ami was not injured on such occasions. In one of those accidents, when he crawled
out from under the upended airplane among the smoking gooseneck kerosene lamps that
served for runway lights, the boss was waiting for him with a long face.“What was it this time,
Goldstein?”The small man, covered with mud, giggled. “Suddenly the Harvard growled at me,
like a wolf.”“So what did you do?” asked Maj. Harry Barak, our commander, in his heavy
Australian accent. This was the moment of truth—Harry was going to determine Goldstein’s fate,
whether he would continue with us or go back to the ground troops.“I growled back at him, like a
bigger wolf.”The flight instructors around Harry howled with laughter, like wolves, and he was
fascinated. He decided to give Goldie a few more lessons. Finally Goldie got night landings
figured out, too.Goldie was purposeful and charming. We all knew that before any of us would be
toddling, Goldie would already be running. And as Goldie finished his presentation to the
Scorpions and returned to his seat, one almost could hear the “click.” Goldie was already one of
the gang.ZBB, ZUR BEN-BARAK, was no doubt the smartest of us, and a heavyweight by any
measure. In spite of his cumbersome body and his flat-footed goose gait, he was quick in biting.
From the dark, wrinkled, almost old face shone amazing eyes, gray-green and alive, that saw
everything. And there was a brain behind the bright eyes that recorded and cataloged to the
minutest detail, and retrieved at the appropriate moment for use, though not without adding a
little extra something wicked. Zur’s brain was a rare calculating tool, sharp and acute. It lost no
item of information. He was in love with details, remembered them, knew how to caress them
into a whole picture and to produce witty, surprising inferences. He had mastered numbers and
was fond of demonstrating his exceptional ability. Even though he was the best pupil in the class
—an able painter with notebooks full of elaborate drawings in dimensions and colors—he was
slow to grasp the mechanics of flight. But he improved his performance daily, not repeating any
mistake. The flight instructors appreciated this and were competing to teach him.His body was
another problem.In the evenings he was torn by intense desires. Restless, he would drag me
along to the soldiers’ mess to watch him undressing the girls with his eyes. He would weigh
breasts, legs, and buttocks, evaluate and analyze them. He would approach the girls, court them



and flatter them, distribute cigarettes and chocolate—a rare item that was given to us air cadets
as a nutrition additive—then corner two or three girls with his body against a wall. I was an
innocent; I hated this approach and was ashamed of such behavior. All I wanted was to go back
to my room to study or sleep. But Zur needed a squire and was trying to teach me.“Why did you
volunteer for pilot training? Huh?”I was both scared of and attracted to him.There was something
mysterious in ZBB, something similar to my mother, Shoshana. Like her, he had a frightening
quality that enabled him to know things he had no way of knowing. Those bright eyes could, at
times, be like an X-ray machine. This capability to assemble banal details and produce
unexpected generalizations—to infer the missing piece of the puzzle—sometimes seemed
magical. On occasions he caught a glimpse into the future.Once I invited him to join me in an
Independence Day event at my kibbutz, Givat-Brenner. We arrived a little late, and the festival
had already begun. It was a golden spring afternoon in mid-May. The sun was a great orange
ball lowering behind the Sereni building, the community hall of the kibbutz. Hundreds of the
kibbutz members and their children, all in white shirts and blue trousers, were crowded on the
vast lawn in the golden light. Above us fluttered our national white-and-azure flags together with
the red flags of the workers’ movement.A trumpet sounded and everyone became quiet. The
kibbutz choir began singing, and many members joined in. Then, from the second-floor veranda,
a boy and a girl recited “The Silver Tray,” a poem about the youth who were the tray upon which
independence was given to the Jewish nation. The words poured from their lips like silver. The
trumpet sounded again, and we all stood at attention. The kibbutz’s spokesman read aloud the
name of each of the fallen in the struggle for statehood. He read the name of my father, Zvi, and
at that moment I saw my mother sitting by herself, smoking a cigarette. The choir went on in four-
part harmony, and we all followed and sang together, in one mighty voice, the anthems:
“Hatikva” (The Hope), the anthem of the State of Israel, and then the “Internationale.” The air was
full of positive energy.When the event was over, families began gathering to continue the
festivities. I was about to approach my mother, and suddenly ZBB elbowed me. I turned toward
him. He indicated with his eyes, and when I followed his look, I saw the girl I was falling in love
with. She stood apart from us, slender and slight, part of a covey of girls her own age. Zur
grinned at me. I felt a heavy blush heat up my face. How in the world could ZBB have known that
this was the one I wanted? There were a lot of girls around, some of them very good-looking. But
Zur saw something, and somehow he knew.After the grand feast with the entire kibbutz in the
public dining room we had to leave and return to base. We parted from my mother and the lit,
flower-filled hall and walked in the dark to our Willis. Zur drove the pickup; he never gave the
wheel to anybody else. And I sat looking at him from the corner of my eye, confused, as if he had
somehow found a way to control me.IT TOOK ME YEARS TO BE ABLE to explain in logical
terms how he had done it. Life taught me also, gradually, how to fill in the missing pieces in the
puzzles put before me. First it happened in aerial combat and then in commanding men. Time
and again I was faced with situations where the facts available to me were only part of a larger
whole, and some of them were questionable, too. Still, these were the premises upon which I



had to decide and act. Under pressure, I learned to see—that is, to infer and create a complete
picture. It was necessary to do it that way, though it was a delicate and even dangerous act. In
combat flight, which is—like playing jazz—a fast performing art form based on deep culture and
improvisation in varying situations—the necessary base for creativity and invention is the ability
to collect diverse pieces of information and fill the missing parts with imagination and
association, to create a multidimensional mental picture. This is the meaning of seeing. Finally I
came to realize that seeing does not come just from the outside. A major part of it wells up from
the inside. Zur knew how to see.Only after this event did I get up enough courage to propose
friendship to this girl. Ali, in her direct way, answered with a short note that ended, “Yes, I
accept.”YES, ZBB WAS BOTH SCARY and attractive.What made it easier for me in his company
was this clumsy and anxious body of his that caused him so much suffering. He trembled when
we were about to train at being taken prisoner by the enemy. This is the toughest part of the
training in the flying school. We knew we were going for a hike in the mountains, that we were to
try to hide and escape, but there was no chance. Somewhere along the way, we would be
caught and taken to an unknown location, where interrogators would exert physical and mental
pressure to extract information from us. Zur was pitiably frightened of this. He felt he would be
unable to stand the physical pressures and the abuse, and believed he was going to bring
shame on himself and on his father, Itamar, who was a high-ranking and respected officer in the
reserves. So he began to try to toughen up. He wanted me to box with him and to punch him in
the face. I didn’t want to do it, so he pushed me by banging his head into a light pole.After we
finished wrestling, he dragged me to the base swimming pool and demanded that I teach him to
dive from the highest board. He shook with terror. Again and again he walked to the edge with
trembling legs, stopped, and sat down to think it over, unable to take the plunge. Eventually he
climbed down, in despair. Those sweet guys in our class, mainly the veterans such as Umsh,
Goldie, and Yakir, scorned him. They changed his nickname from ZBB, Zur Ben-Barak, to RBB—
Run, Bloody Bastard.But he passed the prisoner survival training with flying colors, and after
that I saw him break the fear barrier.It began with an accident. We already were flying Stearman
biplane trainers, and one day ZBB taxied his plane a little too fast. He saw the other plane a little
too late and was a little too slow to brake and crashed into it. The airplanes crunched together,
their propellers flailing and sending cloth and pieces of wood flying. This was an unforgivable
screwup, and nobody doubted that this was the end of ZBB’s career in the air force.Saturday
passed with fraying nerves. Zur hid in a corner under his blanket for the whole weekend, refusing
to taste the food I brought him from the dining room. Suddenly he got up, pulled me to the
swimming pool, climbed to the top springboard, closed his eyes, rolled in the air, and did a belly
flop on the water. I understood; he wanted to die.Next morning he was summoned to see the
commander. He was judged and punished but not washed out. Later, because of his talents and
strong character, he stood out more and more, and when we got our wings, Zur Ben-Barak was
already known as a winner.MY TURN CAME. I ROSE TO MY FEET and faced them all,
blushing.I was of medium height, very thin, and suffered a lot because of my round and childish



face. I didn’t like myself. My hair especially irritated me: it was black and curly. Elderly ladies
loved to pat it, so in protest I shaved my head. I most hated my eyes, inherited from my mother,
Shosh, who got them from her father, Nathaniel. My younger daughter, Ella, looks at me with
these same eyes. When I saw these eyes in the mirror, light-colored and vulnerable, they made
me feel restless.And now, exposed before Yak and all the Scorpions, I had difficulty saying
anything. I was never the kind who found speaking easy. I always found the right words, but later,
after time had passed.At least I had a hero to remember: the amputee Soviet fighter pilot Alexei
Merseyev. Many times I have dreamed of the moment when they all were waiting for his return
from the fight for the motherland, against the Nazi Messerschmitts. I imagined the squadron
commander spitting, “Enough. Merseyev is out of fuel. He is not coming back. Let’s go.” And right
then, in total silence like a shadow, Merseyev’s aircraft arrived, gliding down, down, his propeller
stopped. His airplane clipped the birch treetops and touched down on the first meter of the
runway. But this was neither the place nor the audience to blab my dreams to. And I had no way
to tell that like Merseyev within just a few short years, I would come back from air combat, my
fuel tanks dry, dead-stick landing like a leaf on the first meter of a far-off runway. When I took my
helmet off, two cuts would drip blood from where I had bitten through my lower lip.Here I was, a
mere second lieutenant, the new kid in school. My mother had taught me that things should be
kept inside. One does not hang one’s laundry out in public. I chose to limit myself to absolute
basics: name, rank, and serial number.Zorik watched me, waiting. I added something in a low
voice.“What did you say? Give us something on you, Spector! And speak up!”I repeated, “I came
here to defend our country.”They thought this was really funny. In the healthy roar of the laughter
the investigation was all but forgotten. I flushed as I stooped to collect my file and hurried back to
dive in among my friends. I dug into the box and found in it a notebook, a pencil, and two books:
Aerial Combat by Yak Nevo, and Air Gunnery by David Ivry. This was the top wisdom of the air
force, and for me—two worlds of knowledge, heroism and battle experience I had to make my
own.When I looked up again, I found those two figures themselves, bent over the table, watching
me intently. Yak’s eyes were brown and pensive; Ivry’s pale blue, large and stern. Opposite them,
Sam Khetz made a face and winked.Then I relaxed. I passed the examination, and all would be
well. And most important, everything had been kept inside.Chapter3PalmachPalmach (assault
platoons): The strike force of the Hagana (Defense) organization.Established in 1941, under
threat of Nazi conquest of the Middle East. In the beginning Palmach was supported by the
British Mandate government of Palestine, but later on it fought against it. During the covert years,
Palmach boys and girls trained for half a month and worked in kibbutzim in the other half.
Palmach emerged from the clandestine struggle as a commando force with clear battle
doctrines and set values like love of the fatherland, comradeship, and purity of arms.After the
UN partition resolution of November 29, 1947, when the War of Independence broke out, the
Palmach was the first force ready to fight the enemy. In the war, Palmach operated three brigades
—Iftach, Harel, and Negev. Of the five thousand who served in Palmach, more than a thousand
men and women fell. In November 1948 Ben-Gurion decided to dismantle Palmach, a



controversial decision. Some of IDF’s chiefs of staff were former Palmach members, including
Yitzhak Rabin, Haim Barlev, David Elazar, Mordechai (Mota) Gur, and Raphael (Raful) Eitan.
The first commander of Palmach was Yitzhak Sade. When he was nominated chief of the
Hagana, his deputy, Yigal Allon, replaced him. His vice was Uri Brenner. The adjutant officer of
Palmach was Shoshana Spector.THE EYES: THE FIRST THINGS you would have noticed when
looking at Shoshana Spector. They were terrific eyes, bright and extremely intelligent. The wide
pupils were surrounded with bright green, almost yellow irises, and the colored area all plowed
with miniature labyrinths like tree-root systems, and speckled with tiny marks.She lost me at
Kibbutz Givat-Brenner.She arrived at that big kibbutz in the autumn of 1951, three years after the
War of Independence had ended. The struggle for the revival of the Jewish state was over—at
least so they thought at the time—and the time was right to settle old scores. My mother, the
number one woman in the Palmach, was sent for a year of study in America (she had hoped to
establish a rehabilitation plan for handicapped veterans), and when she returned, she was fired.
Apparently the newly organized Israel Defense Force didn’t need her and all the knowledge
she’d accumulated. Like some of her comrades, she decided to try a new life in a kibbutz. This is
how she showed up at Givat-Brenner, dragging behind her an eleven-year-old boy she didn’t
really know.Later she used to blame me, half seriously, for this decision. “The boy wanted to live
on kibbutz,” she would complain, spreading her arms sideways, grinning as if hiding something.
Perhaps she knew that the truth was that I did want to live on a kibbutz, but on a different one,
Hulatta, which was on the other side of the country, where I had other parents.HER MEMORIES
FROM HER CHILDHOOD in Jaffa were sharp and colorful.She liked to remember herself as a
barefoot urchin running around the Arab market, cheeky and dirty, with two wild braids, which,
when not washed with kerosene, were crawling with lice. In the winter, hot sahlab (a Middle
Eastern pudding) was sold from a container carried on the back of the seller and poured out
over his shoulder into a cup. In summertime there were cold, sour drinks such as suss and tamar
hindi. All her life she longed for that Jaffa market that disappeared after the 1948 War of
Independence, and she sought it in other markets. Sometimes she pulled me after her to the
Carmel Market in South Tel Aviv, where she would pry and bargain and snoop into all the stalls,
an olive here and a piece of salt fish there, and I shrank with shame hearing the vulgar language
that suddenly came from this smart, sophisticated woman and the replies of the vendors. For
her, this was romantic, although she herself was not romantic. Her Arabic, anyway, was always
strong and convincing.In her childhood in the twenties, there were not many Jewish families
living in Jaffa. Her father, Nathaniel Tatar, wrote in his diary, “I was almost the only Jew who lived
among the Arabs.” Shoshana was sent to school at the Christian mission. There she was taught
in Arabic and English. To show me her mastery of the languages and to amuse me, she used to
recite all sorts of poetry she had been required to memorize in both languages, and would
preach to me in forceful Arabic, “Rach A Shitta, Jaa Seif” (the winter has gone, spring has
come). Sometimes she would sing off-key, “Di Yea Ken John Peel” or “Elsie Marley, the wife that
sells the barley honey” and Shakespeare’s “the hei and the ho and the hei.” I especially enjoyed



when she taught me a song she called a ditty, and to this day I remember part of it:Master
Bullfrog, grave and stern,Called the classes each in turn;Sitting there upon a log,Taught them
how to say “Ker-chog.”ACTUALLY, SHE DISCONNECTED herself from her family, and saw her
parents—in comparison with her friends from the Palmach—as “provincial.” Even when she took
me to the north, she didn’t stop to see them, and they didn’t visit us and never called or
wrote.Her connection with her past existed only in her stories, not in the reality I saw as a child.
Even her weird family name, Tatar, didn’t connect to anything I knew. Shosh seemed to me some
force of nature, existing by itself and with no origin.ONLY ONCE DID I SPEND the night at her
parents’ house, and then I realized that they really existed. I was about five years old then.It was
close to the end of World War II, perhaps in mid-1945. I don’t know what caused their daughter,
Shosh, to visit them on that day and leave me there for the night, but the memory remains sharp
and clear.A heavy summer heat hung over the Izreel Valley. My grandparents—they were about
sixty—had a small house and a small farm on the outskirts of the provincial township of Afula in
the valley. The house had two rooms. Both doors opened to a veranda in front. The veranda was
closed in, and served as foyer and guest room. Bracha’s kitchen was a cubicle at the right side
of the veranda, and inside were two kerosene stoves coated with gray enamel. Blue flames
shone behind two little glass doors, and two large aluminum pots stood on them, boiling, full of
laundry and food. The floor’s cement tiles had sunk, and Grandpa used the cool dents under the
bed to store watermelons. I squeezed in there and lay down on the clean floor. My grandfather
pulled me out, stuck a book in my hand, and ordered me to leaf through it.Nathaniel Tatar was a
sinewy man in his undershirt, and his eyes were bright and hard like my mother’s. His face was
dark and furrowed. When he found out that I knew how to read, he tested what I could
understand, his stiff finger moving along the lines of the book. Grandma Bracha, in cotton dress
and apron, hurried to save me from him. She brought hot tea in glasses, and dry biscuits. She
looked small and shriveled near her husband, and her Hebrew—in contrast to his—was poor
and distorted, and suffered from a heavy Russian accent. I once heard Shosh, my mother,
calling her “the hen.”“Ess, ess, Yingale,” the hen told me by the table, and when I didn’t
understand she explained, “Eat, eat. No horror.”My mother left and went about her business, and
I was left with the old folks.The smell of kerosene filled the entire house from Grandma’s tiny
kitchen. At noontime another smell joined it, the DDT she sprayed from a pump, to keep the flies
and gnats away. I liked the smell, which hovered like a cloud of tiny, cool particles. After lunch,
which was chicken guts (she taught as she fed me: “belly button,” in Russian, is “pupik”), she
closed the windows against the hot wind, lowered the curtains, and sent me to their bed for a
forced noontime nap. When I opened my eyes she was sitting at the corner of my bed, sailing
into a long and vague story about the city of Bukhara, and then she passed somehow to
anecdotes from the life of the Bedouins. Most of what she said I couldn’t understand.
Grandfather was out at work, and my mother hadn’t returned yet. Grandma dressed me and sent
me to shred fresh clover with a bladed wheel (“You kerfooyl, kerfooyl!”). I scattered the cut clover
around for the chickens and they came running over to me, croaking and pecking. I tried to touch



them, but the colored rooster drove me away. The excrement stuck between my toes. At last
Grandma washed my feet, fed me a soft-boiled egg, and lay me down again, this time on the
sofa in the second room.There was still light in the window, and I couldn’t fall asleep.
Grandfather came in, dug in the glassed-in bookshelf above me, found what he was looking for,
and put a notebook before me.“Read it,” he pleaded. His face was different this time, soft and
supplicatory. When he left, I opened the notebook and found handwritten script, in blue ink. At
my age handwriting was still not easy to read, and only the many strange names attracted me.
Kusseima, Suez, they sounded like magic words as I muttered them. Most of all I was fascinated
by a name that sounded as if out of the Arabian One Thousand and One Nights, and I rehearsed
it time and again, whispering, “Darb El Hajj.” Finally Grandma came and put out the lamp. Across
from my couch a big radio hissed and muttered. It was made of wood, and had a round window
coated with cloth like straw. The radio sported a lit frequency dial, and had a green indicator and
a green eye that flickered all the time, opening and closing. It hypnotized me.When I woke,
mosquitoes sang. Yellow, vibrating electric light and jets of cigarette smoke entered through the
slit of the door, mixed with the jingling of glasses and the screeching of chairs. Spoons rang on
saucers. There were guests in the entrance room. They argued about something, my mother’s
voice rising above all of them with a strident tone. From time to time there were long periods of
silence and then I heard the old man grunt, and the sounds of sipping of tea. Sometimes
Grandma Bracha squeaked, her voice cajoling. I understood that she was trying to find a
compromise among the hard people of her life.Suddenly the radio near me began the tones
indicating a news broadcast. The chairs in the next room scraped the floor. The door opened
carefully, and they all came in on tiptoe. My mother sat on the couch, near me. The narrator
spoke in a low, deliberate voice. She spoke words I knew already: Allies. Nazis. Jews.
Russia.That evening, when everybody had gone and my mother arranged to sleep near me, I
learned that I was a Jew too. I listened with a lot of interest to the Nazi plan to kill all the Jews.
Before I fell asleep I thought about it a long time, a little surprised and proud of the fact that the
Nazis—creatures I knew nothing about—knew about me and were interested in me. When my
mother pulled up the blanket and turned over, before dozing took me over, I asked her silently
what “Darb El Hajj” was. The Road of the Celebrators, she told me, and suddenly asked, “What,
he already stuck you with his notebook? Oh, that bookkeeper, what does he hope to accomplish
with that?”NATHANIEL TATAR, A BITTER, hard person, left behind him thirteen pages written
with a scratchy pen in blue ink, in basic, sometimes archaic Hebrew. In this notebook I found
buried a vanished world.My mother’s parents began their journey to the land of Israel (there was
no country then, just the land) in the township of Rezina, near Kishinev, in Moldova. Nathaniel
was a veteran of the tsar of Russia’s army. His odd name, Tatar, had an alien sound, and he was
formally registered as a Christian. One can assume that he came from one of the Mongol-
Tatarian communities of Eastern Europe. On the other hand, his twenty-three-year-old bride,
Bracha (blessing), had a good Jewish name. They married through a matchmaker and settled
down in Rezina. Nathaniel managed an agricultural farm for its owners.One evening, when he



was thirty-two years old, he went to the movies.“The film was called The Land of Israel,” he wrote
in his simple hand. “I saw how they picked oranges, the field crops, and more interesting things,
and liked it all. I decided to go there.”He tried to get the passport that was necessary to allow him
to leave Russia. “But because I had been a soldier, and there were rumors of war, it was difficult.
So I tried something else. Since I had a daughter sick with bronchitis, the doctors advised taking
her to a tropical country. This way I received permission from the government to go to the land of
Israel for three months. I was delayed, for my wife gave birth. She bore another daughter,
Shoshana. This was in February 1914,” he wrote.Three weeks after his wife left the hospital, the
family took a ship in Odessa and sailed to Israel.“After a week at sea we arrived at Jaffa and
stayed in a hotel. When we left the ship I managed not to give anyone my name, so they couldn’t
find me later.” That didn’t help poor Tatar much.That was Passover 1914. Within five months
World War I would break out.To this country, Palestine in 1914, Tatar came without a cent. Soon
he found that manual labor was his only hope. Even that was not easy to find. His young family
first lived in Jaffa, then moved ten kilometers east to a cheaper place, the Jewish settlement of
Petach Tikva, established in 1878. There they lived on Tatar’s work in the orchards “for a tiny
salary, the same as the Arabs,” tells Nathaniel, the former farm manager. “Even this kind of work
was given me reluctantly, for the orchards’ owners contended that the work was too hard for us
new immigrants and the salary too low for us to live on. There was only one kind of work where I
could make some money, and it was mowing hay with a scythe. I had done this work.”With visible
pride he went on to tell how he became a subcontractor and employed others as workers,
including men who became important later, such as Shkolnik (Levy Eshkol, fifty years later
Israel’s prime minister), and Harzfeld (a future important political figure). He even employed the
manager of the local labor exchange!On August 14, 1914, World War I broke out.The Turks, who
governed the country, began checking the citizenship of every one of the inhabitants of
Palestine, and either drafting them into the army or expelling them from the country. Tatar was
captured.“I took seven pairs of horses for deep plowing in Mikveh Israel (an agricultural school a
few kilometers southeast of what was then the village of Tel Aviv). We had just gotten organized
and begun working when some Turkish cops showed up. They ordered me to untie the horses
from the plow and tie them to the carts. We were taken to Jaffa and put in front of the Sakkai (a
Turkish military building). There we stayed till the evening. We sent a message to the horses’
owners in Petach Tikva and informed them what had happened.”Tatar was always very careful
with any property loaned to him, and his descendants inherited this from him. “But the owners
were too afraid to come and defend their property, and told me to do my best. In the evening I
entered the Sakkai and asked one of the officers why we were being kept there. He answered
that come morning we would haul a load of cement to Beer- Sheva.”The Moldovan estate
manager turned teamster in Palestine was going to learn about the Ottoman Empire.“We
watched what happened in the Sakkai. In one of the rooms a commander sat, twenty large
candles lit around him. From time to time he called in someone who had resisted confiscation of
his property. The commander ordered punishment: fifty falaki (blows on the soles of the feet).



This was the way it went all night—verdicts, the punishments executed on the spot, and the
people around watching.” After this demonstration, there was no more resistance. The next day
Tatar’s journey began.“We loaded the cement barrels, and a week’s food for the horses, a barrel
of water on each cart, and off we went without knowing where we were going, as all I knew about
Beer- Sheva came from the Bible. We asked Arab passersby. One said ‘go north,’ the other
pointed south. We decided to go to Rehovot, and see what to do from there.”Rehovot was an
agricultural settlement some thirty kilometers south of Jaffa. There, civilization ended and gave
way to the wild, wild South.“From Rehovot there was no road fit for carts going south, only camel
trails. Thanks to the light loads on the carts we made it somehow, and after a day and a night we
came to Kastina, a Jewish settlement.”So they stopped at Beer-Tuvia, a small settlement among
some Arab villages.“We found there a warehouse, rested for four hours, and continued on our
way. From there, there was really no more road, only a narrow trail crossing the wadis (dry
streambeds). The barrels were rolling around in the carts and the cement spilled out of the
cracks. Another day and night and we reached Kibbutz Ruchama.”The name Ruchama came
from the Bible. “Say ye unto your brethren, Ammi (my people), And to your sisters Ruchama,”
said the prophet Hosea. “Ruchama” means mercy. “I will have mercy upon her that has not
obtained mercy.” But Tatar didn’t know all that, and found no reason to stop there. The place was
just a few acres with some shacks. There were fifteen workers planting almond and eucalyptus
trees. They couldn’t help him with anything—they had brought their own bread from Beer-Tuvia
with difficulty, and sometimes personal danger; the Bedouins would sometimes rob them on the
way.So he went on, “There in Ruchama, we found a big wadi with a narrow trail. One of our carts
rolled over, and fell to the wadi together with the horses. We worked for half a day until we got it
out.”They were crossing the wadi system of Ruchama—a magnificent area, nowadays a national
park with many beautiful bicycle trails. Then they came to a plain.“We found ourselves in a
desert of sand. The carts sank to their axles, and the horses couldn’t pull them anymore.”Hold
it.There, in this vast plain, I crossed the footsteps of my grandfather Nathaniel for the first time.
This happened after I parachuted from my burning Ouragan after an aerial collision. I landed in a
desert full of shallow hills, south of Ruchama. I hit the ground, rolled in the floury dirt, and got to
my feet. Not far away, I saw a bunch of black, low tents, pitched in what my grandfather had
called sand. In fact it was thin, reddish dust.Bedouins came and gathered around me, interested
in my gear. The hot November wind of 1964 stung my burned cheeks awfully, but certainly less
than the hamsin (the east wind from the desert) of August 1914, when Tatar and his drivers had
struggled to pull their carts through. Finally they had found a solution.“We tied two pairs of
horses to one cart, then drove five kilometers ahead and came back to take the next cart. In this
way we advanced fifteen kilometers a day.”Finally they arrived in Beer-Sheva tired, hungry, dirty,
and covered with dust.“I found a military office. A senior Turkish officer sat there. Luckily he could
speak Arabic. From the initial load of 2.8 tons, only about one ton was left, but I told the cart
drivers to move the barrels in a way that they seemed heavy.” Tatar was cunning, but he didn’t
know the Ottomans yet. “The soldier didn’t even approach to see if there was anything inside the



barrels.”If he thought his mission ended, he was wrong. His story had just begun.“The
commander called me and asked if I had a bag. I told him I hadn’t. He opened his desk drawer
and counted eighty-four Turkish pounds in gold. He produced a cloth bag and put it together with
a letter, and said we had to deliver pipes from Ramleh—an Arab town near Rehovot—to
Kusseima, in the heart of the Sinai desert. That meant two weeks in each direction.”This way
Nathaniel Tatar, formerly a soldier in the tsar’s army, was conscripted to the service of the Young
Turks’ post–Ottoman Empire.FOR AN ADDITIONAL YEAR and a half Tatar continued to work as
a cart driver in the service of the Turkish army. “We drove our carts from Beer-Sheva to the Suez
Canal, transporting supplies and rations for the soldiers one way, and coming back loaded with
the wounded.“But,” continued Nathaniel, “at that time we were not paid anymore for the work,
and we no longer even got food for the horses, so they began to die one after the other.”All this
time his wife, Bracha, raised her two baby daughters alone in a hut made of eucalyptus
branches, its walls covered with towels and sheets, near Petach Tikva. They survived on pita
from sorghum flour they baked themselves on an open fire.At last Tatar decided to desert.“I ran
home on foot, half naked. On the way I got food and shelter from Bedouin and farmers till I
reached Petach Tikva. I didn’t enter the settlement, but stayed hidden in the orchards. I was a
deserter, and the penalty was death.”After some time he managed to buy a nefus (Turkish
identity card) under a different name, and resumed work as a teamster on the line between
Petach Tikva and Jerusalem, hiding all the time from the police.In 1918, when the British
offensive struck from Egypt and pushed the Turks across the Sinai and out of Gaza, the Turks
began to expel the Jews from Jaffa and Petach Tikva. They moved them to concentration camps
in the North. Their cruelty reached new heights, but Turkish control of Palestine was over. The
roads were filled with deserters who offered their rifles for a slice of bread. Eventually, when the
army of British field marshal Edmund Allenby took Jerusalem, my Grandfather Nathaniel came
out of the cellar he had been hiding in with his cart and horse.THE TURKS WERE DRIVEN OUT,
and British rule was established over Palestine. Foreign Secretary Arthur James Balfour, Lord
Balfour, made promises of “a homeland for the Jews in Palestine,” and at the same time
contradicting promises were given to any Arab who happened to be around. Anyway, a
temporary peace prevailed in the country. Nathaniel and his family returned to the mixed city of
Jaffa, and he looked for a way to make a living. Initially he continued to drive his cart. He
transported rice from Jaffa Harbor up to Nablus in Samaria, and returned with homemade soap.
Gradually his cart took him farther away, to Tiberias, and even to Damascus.For a while he tried
to become a businessman. There was a shortage of onions, so he hurried to organize a caravan
of camels that returned from the South loaded with onions. But during his journey, a ship arrived
from Egypt full of onions, and the price plummeted. His second daughter, Shoshana, five years
old, was old enough to remember what happened. During my own childhood she used to regale
me before bedtime with her stories about those onions, which rolled around in all the rooms and
all about the yard. She acted out for me how the whole family ate onions in the morning, onions
for lunch, and onions for supper, and how at the end her sister and she were sliding down from



the top of their father’s heap of crumbling hopes, which had begun sprouting and rotting.AFTER
WORLD WAR I ENDED, the economic situation of the family improved for a while. I found proof
of that in a photograph from that time; from a yellowing panel, cracked and framed in green, the
family Tatar stares. Mr. Tatar sits on a chair, as befits the master of the house, and all the other
members of the family stand around him. My grandmother, Bracha, wears a long cotton dress.
She stands near him like a soldier at parade rest, her hands joined behind her back. The two
girls, in two identical dark dresses with bright white collars, peep over his shoulders. The two
small boys are pressed against his knees. The master himself is mummified in a suit, his face
serious, mustache well clipped, and his white tie matches his white shoes. By then he was no
longer a newcomer from Russia or a cart driver whipped down the roads of Sinai by Turkish
soldiers. Before the camera sits a Levantine aristocrat. He runs, in partnership with a “good
Arab,” a Jaffa khan (hotel) and a fleet of dilijances (horse carts). The family waits for the flash of
the camera. From the center of the picture shine Shosh’s unbelievable, bright, disquieting
eyes.In the bedtime stories she told me I heard about the pogrom of the first of May 1921, when
an Arab crowd assisted by policemen began attacking and killing Jews in Jaffa and the outskirts
of Tel Aviv and looting stores and shops. The family Tatar was smuggled to Tel Aviv. Her father,
Nathaniel, wrote, “I stayed alone in the khan, since many Jews who had stabled their horses and
stored their merchandise fled and left everything. I was responsible for all of it. I closed the gate
and sat alone inside. There was a high wall, but hundreds of Arabs began to force the gate. I
climbed the wall and ran to the saraj—the British police station. I stayed there till night, and then
they sent me to Tel Aviv in an armored car.”Shosh also remembered something from the 1921
“troubles.” “I was six or seven,” she told a reporter on one of the rare occasions she was
interviewed. “I went to the school for girls in Nve Zedek (a neighborhood on the border between
Jaffa and Tel Aviv) and on my way I was swept up by a violent demonstration of Arabs on
Bostros Street. A hand reached in and pulled me out of the vortex, otherwise I would have been
trampled. Our house at Suk El Dar became a field hospital for the wounded.” And she summed
up in her dry, curt manner, “These events were burned into my memory, and no doubt they
affected my later life.”The events put an end to Tatar’s economic success, and he gave up on
Jaffa. He heard that in Balfuria, in the Izreel Valley, a new Jewish settlement had been
established. One of the settlers, an American, sold his farm and left the country, and Nathaniel
bought nine hectares and a shed from him, with a pair of mules and six cows.“I moved to
Balfuria at corn planting time, so I managed to sow about five hectares. I began to work in the
fields. The children were still in school—the oldest of them twelve—and my wife and I worked
almost day and night to get it all done. And still, after picking large crops and selling milk and
eggs, we couldn’t make a living since prices were so low.”They sank into deep poverty.The
children were also put to work and given adult responsibilities. Once Shosh, age fourteen, was
sent by her father to Haifa to buy a plow. He hadn’t given her enough money. She didn’t return
but stayed for several days in the Arab city, who knows where or how, till she found a workshop
to repair an old plow for her to take home.“No excuses,” she explained to me when she told me



that story. “Just results.”LIFE WAS HARD, AND EVERYONE in the family did his part. The boys
stayed in school up to ninth grade and then left home to work as apprentices.“The girls,” tells
Nathaniel apologetically, “saw that the situation in the house was not good, so they left, too.
Sara, the older sister, found work in Jerusalem, and the younger Shoshana moved to the youth
village in Ben Shemen.” Nathaniel sold the farm and moved to the near town of Afula, where he
tried his luck at dairy farming.Since leaving her parents’ home, Shosh hadn’t had contact with
them. On the few occasions when she spoke of them to me, she called their town mockingly
“Afulevke.” The youth village of Ben Shemen lies in the hills on the way to Jerusalem. There,
instead of a farmer’s poor and narrow vision, the new world of a renascent Israel was opened to
her—a “state in the making.”The founder and manager of the youth village was Dr. Zigfried
Lehmann, an educator who believed in tilling the soil, Zionism, and the value of people. Shosh
admired him. More than once she told me Lehmann was the best person she ever met. She
would compare him with Yanush Korchak, a great writer and educator who went to his death in a
Nazi extermination camp with his orphan students.According to Lehmann’s vision, the
youngsters ran the life of the village without adult help. The students of Ben Shemen lived in
dormitories, studied and worked in all the branches of the farm, and sold its products. They
created a vibrant social and cultural environment, celebrated holidays, and did scouting
activities on Saturdays. They lived in groups, each group in its own house, so that family units
were formed that functioned at work and while studying.AT BEN SHEMEN THE IDEAL was
personal accomplishment. The goal was taming the land, and indeed many of the graduates
established new kibbutzim or joined existing ones, and almost all of them joined the Hagana, the
Jewish defense force, the forerunner of the IDF. There Shosh found herself in a new and special
company, the military avant-garde of the Jewish settlement movement in Palestine in the early
1930s. Since then and to the end of her life, this society was her world, and its values hers. In the
fervor of beginning a new society and a state for the Jews, her provincial parents, the poor
bookkeeper and his wife, the hen, were pushed out of her life and left behind. They were ghetto
folk, bourgeois, leftovers of an old world that no one took pride in.
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Toska, “His book (and the memoirs of Amos Amir) helped me to close these gaps in my
knowledge and to form a better understanding of what apparently seemed to have happened.
Mr. Spector is a gifted writer and his book allowed me some interesting insights into the inner
workings of the IAF during the time periods that he described. I was particularly interested in his
description of the performance of the IAF during Yom Kippur war, the shortcomings, the
challenges that both the enemies and the own high command presented. His book (and the
memoirs of Amos Amir) helped me to close these gaps in my knowledge and to form a better
understanding of what apparently seemed to have happened.I say apparently, because as much
as he liked to describe the planned Israeli mass attack on the SAM's as an "operazzia" I tend to
view his books as a somewhat questionable account that also serves some deliberately planted
misinformation. Either through omissions or simplifications.From other historical sources, books,
publications and documentaries I got a good measure of things that he didn't say. Certain
aspects might have been left out to avoid peer pressure, or because the book had to pass the
official censor and even now there are means, measures and operational procedures that need
to be protected. Other aspects might have been omitted because the author didn't find them
interesting enough to be included. That's all good and well.But I still do have that video
documentary before my eyes, where Iftach Spector in his own words described how he (as first
western pilot) got the chance to fly a MiG-21 and what his verdict was. The book makes not
much of a mention of that. His account of the attack on the USS Liberty also runs contrary to
several other sources, including the eventually published IAF radio transcript. There are certain
"interesting" missions his squadron flew during the Yom Kippur war and the book makes no
mention of them.To me several of these blatant and obvious omissions were a big let down and
some were a mild annoyance. Did I still enjoy the book? Oh, I did. It sure was a page turner and
kept me glued to it until I was done. But it certainly left me yearning for more and in some ways I
felt cheated at the same time. It's still an awesome ride. "Red, pepper, go!"”

Jason Gewirtz, “What a Great Story of this man's life in the air and on the ground. What a great
story by clearly a great man who admits his mistakes and certainly had many, many significant
contributions for Israel, the Jewish people and the free world. I really truly enjoyed reading every
page and I highly recommend it. However - i very much would have liked to have heard more of
his stories, more of what it was like to be in the air, more about his dogfights and missions, more
about his meetings with political leaders and more about his life. Spector actually apologized at
the end of the book for it's length. I really could have used more, it was only 425 pages and
clearly this man has a lot more to say. One other negative - it seemed to me at points this was a
book that had been translated from its original Hebrew so there were some structural and flow
issues but it didn't take away from the story at all, and surely the translator did a good job, but it
still at points seemed translated. I also think before reading the book, you should have a real



working knowledge of Israeli history as in many areas Spector dives right in - for me that was
fine - but some readers who aren't as interested in the history may want to seek more
information.  Overall a great story and a terrific book.  I really enjoyed and highly recommend it.”

S. Dillon, “First-rate entertainment. Seriously, someone should make a movie about this book -
it's that good. It follows the life of an Israeli fighter pilot from his humble beginnings at the kibbutz
to a high-ranking officer in the Israeli Air Force. While this book's story spans decades with many
military engagements, the writer does not portray himself at any time to be a hero; instead he
reveals his shortcomings as well as his successes which I found refreshing. At times, he almost
makes the reader feel that he/she could also have flown on many of his missions. I started
reading the kindle edition as a temporary break from a tedious book on Roman England, but I
could not put it down until I had finished it all. With Mr. Spector's clear and emotional description
of missions, I felt I was there right along with him in the cockpit. One minor complaint I had
involved Mr. Spector's lack of elaboration on his feelings toward the F-16s purchased from the
United States as compared to his strong emotions toward other aircraft that he had flown.
Nevertheless, I hope he writes a sequel.”

ED209, “Excellent book. I only gave it four instead of .... Excellent book. I only gave it four instead
of five, because there wasn't much aerial combat in it. That being said, this is true memoir of
Spector, from his childhood up through his retirement. it's really more of a leadership and
strategies of the IAF and Spector himself. What went right, what went wrong throughout the
years. I have been wanting to read this for some time. I was really hoping for more of his opinions
on the different major aircraft that the IAF uses. Like the Kifir, F15 and F16''s, as well as the Lavi
project. IAF scored some of the first kills with these aircraft ever. However, this book should not
be missed. Spector writes in a very non aragont style. He does a great job of giving credit were
it is due, and also some blame. This is not your everyday "Viper Pilot" cocky memoir. It's much
more than that. I really enjoyed it, and it belongs on any milItary book shelf . Really good book.
You will learn some things.”

Gaarghoile, “Iflach Spector's observations and memories of an ever changing military and
technical situation cover whole reams of tactical. The inside story of how it is at the sharp end in
a small Country who had no second line of defense and surrounded by implacable enemies this
book describes a kind of supersonic battle of britain situation spread over a period of fifty years
and it's still going on This story goes from the timeIsraeli pilots were flying the competent
transonic French Dassault Mystere transonic fighter planes then the introduction of the superb
and supersonic Dassault Mirage and the advent of the super heavyweight American McDonnell
Phantom and onto the technically challenging Lockheed F16s.During this fifty year period of
time their opponents in Egypt Syria Lebanon and Jordan were busy upgrading their own armed
forces to try to conquer and destroy the state of Israel. Iflach Spector's observations and



memories of an ever changing military and technical situation cover whole reams of tactical
variables in a whole realm of constantly changing and intellectually challenging military
environmental backgrounds.This guy talks about different combat tactics they employed he
covers the initial uselessness of the early air to air missiles and the sophisticated development
of ranging devices for their Mirage aircrafts 20mm cannons. He then goes on to describe the
ever present dangers and the partial solutions the squadrons had to adopt to give the Israeli
pilots some kind of chance to evade these increasingly deadly missiles whenever they had to
work within in the range of the Russian made SAM batteries of radar guided surface to air
missiles. The Israelis did all this while taking on the such aircraft as the formidable and Mig 17
and the supersonic Mig 21 interceptors while attemting to destroy the highly capable armoured
spearheads of the Egyptians Syrians and Jordanian armies these high risk conflicts sometimes
conducted in the air over their opponents teritories cost them dear but there were alway many
more willing volunteer pilots available ...to fill the gaps in the line.. Some interesting story ...one
we never get to hear about from our own.....”

AP, “Five Stars. Great book”

neil12653, “A lot clearer. Not usually one for autobiographies, but this one is truly an exception.
Iftach Spector has lead a truly fascinating life and is truly an inspiration. He gives a good account
of the history of Israel from his perspective, having had both a mother and Father in the Palmach.
Some of the accounts include, his personal involvement in the USS Liberty incident, where he
was the first over the ship and flew low and slow around it for over 6 minutes trying to make out
its only ID mark (a number). His involvement in the 6 day war flying Mirage 3s, his involvement in
the War of Attrition, His first command of the Fighting First squadron - onto setting up the
Orange Tail squadron flying F-4E Phantom IIs, and onto the 1973 Yom Kippur war, where he
describes the total chaos and breakdown of the command structure and had to make his own
decisions.He describes his personal life of growing up and meeting his life long wife, and his
many friends - many of whom would not see out the various wars. His being drafted into the IDF
in 1960 flying Super Mysteres, and how after time decided to follow his dream to become a
doctor - but was persuaded to stay in the IDF.He was later chosen to incorporate the new F-16A
into the Isreali Air Force and later lead the attack on Iraqs unfueled Nuclear Reactor at
Osirak.The book gives insight to many controversial incidents in Israels history you just wont find
anywhere, and this is a must for aviation enthusiasts or historians, particularly with an interest of
Jet Fighter combat of the cold war era.”

Laurent Stern, “Un livre riche et multiple. Spector est un sabra, enfant des kibboutzim. Ses
parents étaient membre du Palmach. Il n'a pas connu son père (mort au combat) et sa mère
était accaparée par ses activités. Spector est devenu pilote de chasse. Il a participé à la Guerre
des Six Jours, il a tiré sur l'USS Liberty. Pendant la Guerre d'Usure, il a commandé le Premier



Chasseur et a échoué. Il n'était pas un leader mais il l'est devenu en reconstituant l'escadron
107 (unité de chasseur-bombardier opérant sur F-4 "Kurnass") et en contribuant avec succès à
la Guerre du Yom-Kippur. En état-major, il fut un visionnaire en anticipant l'usage des drones. Il
contribua à l'intégration du F-16, dirigea la base de Ramat-David et participa au bombardement
d'Osirak. A l'issue du service actif, il dirigea la conception d'un système de navigation et
d'attaque tous-temps pour hélicoptère.Ce livre est multiple. C'est une autobiographie, un livre de
guerre et un livre critique (vis-à-vis de l'armée et des politiques). A l'issue de la Guerre des Six
Jours, l'armée s'est reposée sur ses lauriers, l'invasion et la rétention des Territoires a pour lui
initié une spirale infernale. L'opération Challenge aurait pu être une claque salvatrice pour la
Heyl Ha' Avir mais ça n'aura pas été le cas: le découplage entre les unités et le haut-
commandement mis en évidence lors de la guerre du Kippour aurait pu avoir des conséquences
des plus funestes pour Israel.Comme le sous-titre l'indique, Spector est un pilote de chasse
(même si il a été déchu de son statut de réserviste) et il s'exprime à leur façon: son discours est
franc, il ne cache les problèmes sous le tapis. Spector est un as (12 victoires) mais le livre
n'évoque que quelques combats. Spector est un "secoueur de cocotier" et un organiseur.
Spector est un patriote qui s'est battu pour un Israel qui s'est perdu: sa réaction aux propos du
Major Général Dan Khalutz à propos des "dommages collatéraux" de l'élimination du terroriste
Salekh Shkhade ont poussé Spector à signer le Pilots’ Letter de 2003.Cet ouvrage pourra
retenir l'attention des lecteurs intéressés par l'aviation militaire moderne mais aussi des
personnes intéressées par Israel et son histoire pour peu qu'elles ne portent pas d'oeillères.”
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